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These cartoons first appeared in The Times 



To my brother, Monte 

It would not have contented the chivalrous mind of the master 
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hen I first started working for newspapers in 1957, 
newspapers meant ‘Fleet Street’. I got a sharp frisson 
of pleasure and adrenalin every time I walked to work 

at the Daily Express and passed the vans waiting to take the 

papers to the outside world. There was a hum about the Street 
that was almost theatrical. 
And then came Rupert Murdoch and Wapping. The Times 

moved and I had to drive past shouting pickets to reach my 
drawing board. Computer terminals replaced typewriters. 
Suddenly I could not*find any scrap paper to scribble my first 
thoughts on. Where I had previously used thick pads of cheap 
newsprint, I now had to rifle the wastepaper baskets for the 
backs of discarded press releases. (It is not meanness that 

makes cheap paper desirable — it’s the need to avoid being 
threatened by the sheer whiteness of high-quality drawing 
paper.) 

Slowly but inevitably, the other newspapers have followed 
The Times. Fleet Street no longer exists. The old sense of 
community has vanished: if you now want to meet a friend for 
lunch, it involves a NATO exercise of planning, a shuffling of 

maps and a flicking of Filofaxes. 
But if Fleet Street has moved, the basic problems of 

finding merriment in the troubles and lunacies of the world 
remain the same. I still find my stomach churns as my mind 
races round the news and I look at my watch to find I have ten 
minutes less than I need to meet the deadline. 

This selection is gathered from the last four or so years — 
in more or less chronological order. There are jokes about 
Unemployment, Cuts, NHS, Mrs Thatcher, Hijackers — and 

other hilarious topics. I hope they lift your spirits for a brief 
instant. If not — please don’t tell me: I’ve got enough problems 
without hearing about yours, 

Mel Calman London 1988 
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This new collection of Calman’s .__ : 
daily newspapercartoons 
offers ahealing antidote to 
the aches and pains of life 

inthe Eighties: strikes, bombs, 
-. riots, unemployment, Government. 

- cuts and other jolly subjects — 
are some of the targets 

of his witty pencil. 
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